
Communication 1 

Request for Clarification 

For ITB-6-012-2016 

Construction of four units of five classrooms prefabricated building in OBARI 

Q 1- . Can We do this project Supply only to Tripoli (without any site installation) knowing that 
Foundation concrete work ( We can supply it as precast concrete ) ready to install in site..  

Answer 1: 

No. the contractor has to supply and install as per the ITB. 

Q 2 Is Tender Submission can be only soft copy only ( hard copy is must ) ?. 

Answer 2: 

The Supplier has 3 choices to deliver his quote (Email soft copy to procurement.ly@undp.org  or By 
courier to the mentioned address in the ITB addressed to UNDP Libya in Tunis   or hard copy to UNDP 
Libya office in Tunis) all before the deadline. 

The two system are acceptable by GECOL. 

Q 3- Point C.15.1: Required Documents that must be Submitted , Mentioned Last 2 years bank 
statement , Can we submit  our company turnover for last 2 years in state of Bank statement ?. 

Answer: 

From the bank statements would be possible to see financial turnover of the company. Bank 
statements should be submitted along with any other documents that will give a clear financial picture 
of the financial position of the company. See 15.1 and F.34 in Instruction to bidders. 

Q4- During checking the Tender Documents ( B.O.Q., Specs and drawing ) we found this conflict and we 
looking for clarification: 

4.A Window is to be double glazed with size ( 1000x1000mm in B.O.Q. ) while  (1500x1200 mm in 
Page4 , Annex to B.O.Q ). 

Answer 4 A. 

Bill of Quantity prevail. The window size is 1000x1000 mm as according to the specification of the BOQ. 

4-B. Electrical ( 1~2 fluorescent Lamp , 4 Watt , Annex to B.O.Q ) while ( 4 Fluorescent lamp in B.O.Q ): 

Answer 4B.  

Bill of Quantity prevail and please quote as per the BOQ. 

4-C. Door Size  (900mm X 2100mm, Single leaf Annex to B.O.Q  ) While (1500 x 2000mm Double leaf, 
B.O.Q ) 
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Answer 4.C. 

Bill of Quantity prevail and please quote as per the BOQ. 

 

4.D. Site Mobilization in Annex to B.O.Q mentioned about to include : ( Equipment, Shop drawings , site 
office , and security fence ) and in the B.O.Q we didn't found any item or figures  ( How to price the Site 
Mobilization ?) 

Answer 4.D. 

The total price is including all of the unexpected costs and cost of risk. Bidders should include all the 
associated costs, such as cost of equipment, shop drawing cost in the unit rate of each BOQ items, 
based on the actual cost of the particular items. Site office and security fence are the part of the Item 
one ( A1-site clearance) and advised to add their rate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


